SAVE TIME

What would you do with more time in your day?
Effort and time to complete requirements BEFORE & AFTER using the ECE Shared Resources Platform

Purchase ERS Approved Materials
BEFORE

AFTER

(9.5 Hours)

(1.5 Hours with ECE SR)

• From 3 months to 1 month
• Ordering & approval now online
• Less onsite visits required to
manually review items/catalogs

TA Saves 3 Hours
Director Saves 5 Hours

Creating Job Descriptions
AFTER (7 Hours with ECE SR)

BEFORE (14 Hours)

• TA can cover more than job
descriptions during visits
• Extra time means TA can scale
to assist more programs

TA Saves 5 Hours
Director Saves 2 Hours

Risk Management Plan
AFTER (10 Hours with ECE SR)

BEFORE (35.5 Hours)

•
•
•
•

From 6 months to 1 month
Weekly calls to 2 remote sessions
Higher quality plan
More topics can be covered

= Two 30 Minute Remote Sessions

TA Saves 22 Hours
Director Saves 25 Hours

Employee Handbook and Family Handbook
AFTER (14 Hours with ECE SR)

BEFORE (186 Hours)

= Two 30 Minute Emails

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality handbooks
Updated policies
Consistent language
Organized presentation
Ownership, pride in work
Climbed learning curve
Higher quality TA visit
More topics can be discussed

TA Saves 32 Hours
Director Saves 18.5 Hours

= 1 Month

= Tech Assistance Staff Effort
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= Director Effort

= 1 Hour Mtg.

Visit www.ECESharedResources.com

= 1 Hour Travel

= Leveraging ECE Shared Resources
Call 1.877.861.8315

SAVE TIME

The ECE Shared Resources Platform Innovation
ECE Shared Resources is part of the Shared Services movement in child care.
The ECE Platform (website) is innovative and unique in that it focuses specifically on the provider. It
supplies practical tools such as handbooks, policies, job descriptions, marketing support, budget tools
and cost savings, created specifically to help a child care manager put more time back into providing quality
care. Technical Assistance (TA) Staff, Center Directors and Administrators can more work together more
efficiently by leveraging the shared online tools, customizable documents, and ready to use resources available
through the platform.

Materials and documents used to be very difficult to develop and customize.
Now it’s so easy.
The website content was (and is) created in partnership with national childcare experts to produce tools of
extremely high quality. Using the website results in a higher level of professionalism and quality in child
care programs. Tools are presented in Microsoft Word and Excel. They can be downloaded, edited and
customized for immediate use by a program. Having these resources helps TA Staff to cover more topics
during visits, and also use the time saved to assist additional programs. Following are just a few of the tools
that help contribute to higher quality:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clear policies
Handbooks
Checklists
Procedures
Classroom tips
Parent Handouts
Hiring and HR documents
Cost Savings (funds that get put back into the program)

A psychological shift from “taking care of kids” to “manager”
The ECE Shared Resources platform is a leadership builder and the enabler for Center Directors and Child
Care Administrators to evolve into “Managers”. Program administration can be daunting if you don’t
know where to start. With the platform, administrators are able to try one thing and achieve results. This
creates a sense of confidence and poise. “I can problem-solve. I can tackle this.” With confidence comes
leadership – becoming leaders without even realizing it and starting to help others.

Managed by CCA Global Partners
ECE Shared Resources was made possible through a generous internal grant from CCA Global Partners.
CCA developed ECE Shared Resources when the Aspen Institute asked CCA to assist the nonprofit sector with
issues relating to scale. CCA Global has a solid history and track record of helping independent organizations
achieve the benefits of scale while maintaining independence.
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Visit www.ECESharedResources.com

Call 1.877.861.8315

